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OR LIPSCHLITZ LOCALI-,Y FLAT EMBET}DINGS

IN CODIMENSION OI{E

JOUNI LUUKKAINEN

1. fntroduction

We consider locally C-flat embeddings in codimension one in three categories C :

TOP (continuous maps), LQC (locally quasiconformal maps), and LIP (locally
Lipschitz maps). The latter two categories are our main subjects; the first one is

in fact only auxiliary. In [TVr], [%], [LT] the category LQC is extended to a

category LQS of locally quasisymmetric maps: LQS manifolds and their LQS
homeomorphisms are the same thing as LQC manifol«is and their LQC homeomorp-
hisms, but LQS embeddings are defined in every codimension. We consider LQS
or LIP embeddings in codimension one (which need not be locally TOP flat),
too. We refer to Section 2 for terminology. The preflx TOP will usually be omitted.

Sullivan [S] proved recently for n+4 the existence and Hauptvermutung of
C-structures, C€ {LQC, LIP}, on every n-manifold without boundary. Tukia and

Väisälä [TVr] then extended for n14,5 these results to all n-manifolds which may
have a boundary. In the LQC case they made use of the extension of a quasi-

conformal selfhomeomorphism of .R' to one of R!+1, which they proved in [TVJ
by the aid of [S].

In Section 3 we apply the basic result of [TVr] on approximation of homeo-

morphisms by C-homeomorphisms, C( {LQC, LIP}, to generalize it so as to
give it the following form: The given homeomorphism / is supposed to carry,
either homeomorphically or C-homeomorphically, a given closed locally C-flat
submanifold M of codimension one onto a submanifoldofthesamekind,and the
approximating C-homeomorphism is claimed either to carry M onto fM or to
coincide with / on M, respectively.

In Section 4 we prove, in a relative form, for all C({TOP, LQC, LIP) and n*4
that if two locally C-flat embeddings of an (n-l)-dimensional C-manifold into
an n-dimensional C-manifold without boundary are sufficiently close to a given

closed embedding, then one of them is carried onto the other by a small ambient
isotopy consisting of C-homeomorphisms. For C:TOP this absolute form is
due to Craggs [Cr] if n:3 and to Price and Seebeck [PS] if n >5. We prove the
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relative form by applying [Cr] and [PS]. For C *TOP we use the TOP result and
Theorem 3.1.

Section 5 contains our main theorem: If C€{TOP, LQC, LIP} and n*4,
every embedding of an (n-1)-dimensional C-manifold into an n-dimensional
C-manifold without boundary can be relatively approximated by locally C-flat
embeddings. The absolute case for C :TOP, r >5 is a recent deep result of Ancel
and Cannon [AC]. The relative case follows from this result and Theorem 4.1. For
C:TOP, n:3 the theorem is due to Bing. For C *TOP we apply the TOP case

and results of Section 3. Our theorem has also an analogue for immersions.
In Section 6 we prove that if either YcXCR"-r with )' open in År-1 or

YcXcRil with Y open in Åi1 and if n+4, then every embedding f : X-R"
which is quasisymmetric or bilipschitz, respectively, can be approximated on Y by
locally LIP flat embeddings which can be extended bV /E\f to quasisymmetric
embeddings or bilipschitz embeddings, respectively, of X. The proof is based on
Theorem 5.3 on extending locally LIP flat approximations. An analogue of this
result is proved in [LT]. There the dimension pair (n-l,n),n*4, is replaced by
a pair (r, q) such that either Q>n:l s1 )=n=q=! or n>-2, q>n*3 and
PL (piecewise linear) embeddings are used in place of locally LIP flat embeddings.

In Section 7 we prove, using theorems of the two previous sections, that if
C€{LQS,LIP} and n*4, then every embedding (or immersion, respectively)
of an (n -l)-dimensional C-manifold into an n-dimensional C-manifold without
boundary can be relatively approximated by C-embeddings (or C-immersions,
respectively). This was proved in [LT, Theorem 4.4] for the dimension pairs (n, q)
of the previous paragraph.

In Section 8 we show that if M is an r-manifold, n#4, and if C€ {LQC, LIP},
every C-manifold structure on the boundary 0M of M can be extended over M.
This implies that every manifold carries a C-structure if every 4-manifold carries
a C-structure.

In the last section we show that for every r, every LQC selfhomeomorphism
of Å' can be extended to an LQC selfhomeomorphism of ,Rf 1.

One of our starting-points was the paper [Gl by Gauld, who applied [S].
We give both of his two theorems either as a corollary (3.2.2) or with a short proof
(e.4).

Relatively little is known about the results of Sections 3, 4, and 5 for LQC or
LIP in codimensions >2. The theorems of Section 3 are open in thesecodimensions;
see, however, [GV] and [Gr] (in [Gr, Theorems I and2] one can omit the assumption
nl5 using LIP straightening of TOP handles instead of PL straightening). In
codimension two the equivalence and approximation theorems of Sections 4 and
5 do not hold as shown by the following facts: There are knotted locally PL flat
embeddings f : Sn-ztRo (n=3) arbitrarily close to id, and there are embeddings

7: ^s1x^s2'-1+R2r+2 @=3) that cannot be approximated by PL embeddings or
locally flat embeddings [M, Theorem 5.3] (here .S':å/'+1). However, by [Ve] every
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embedding of .I' into a PL (n*2)-manifold can be approximated by locally flat
PL embeddings. In codimensions >3 the results of Sections 4 and 5 are (essentially)

known for TOP and PL (cf. [Mi], [Ma], [E]) but open for LQC and LIP. However,

the author has partial results. The LQS and LIP approximation theorems of Sec-

tion 7 are open in codimension two even in the absolute case.

One has considered C-embeddings and locally C-flat embeddings, C( {LQS,
LIP), separatd. This is in order because of the following facts: In codimensions

0,t,2 there are LIP embeddings which are not locally flat [LuV, Examples 3.10
(1) and (5)] and others which are locally flat but not locally LQC flat [Tr, Section 17].

It is known that LIP embeddings in codimensions >3 are locally flat [LT, Theorem
1.141 but not whether they are locally LIP flat or at least locally LQC flat. In every
codimension ttrere are LQS embeddings which are not locally flat [Va, Theorem
6.31 and others which are locally flat but not locally LQC flat [Yr, Remark 6.4.3].

Acknowledgements. I thank Robert Craggs and Thomas Price for giving me

some details of certain ideas due to [Cr] and [PS], respectively.

2. Terminology and preliminary results

In this section we let X and I denote metric spaces.

The letter n denotes an integer which is positive except when n is explicitly
stated to be only non-negative. We identify Å'-1 with {x€R'lxn:6}. We set

Ai: {x€rR'lxn=0}, and for zr>0 and r>0, In-f-l,lfn, In(r):r1", J':(-l,l)",
J" (r) : fl ", Bn (x, r) : {y€ iR' : lx - yl- r} if x( Å', BL (r) : fin (g, r), Bn (r1 : cl B' (r),
Bn:B"(l), Sn:\Bn+r. lf AcR' (and int A*g), we write A+:AAR'+. The
standard orthonormal basis of Ån is written ?.s €1,...,eo. We set 1:[0, l] and
N:{1,2,...}. We let id denote an inclusion map. Let C+(X):{flf:X*(0,*1
continuous).

All manifolds are separable metric. Every metric, except the Euclidean one,
is denoted by d. ln a metric space, d(A,,B) denotes the distance between two sets

A, B, with d({x}, n1:a(x, B), and d(A) denotes the diameter of L
Suppose that .fi g: X-Y are continuous maps. We write

d(f, d: sup {d(/(n), g(x)l x(X}-

If e€C*(X). we let U(f,e) denote the set of all such s that d(f(*),g(x))<e(x)
for each x€X. For some facts we need about these e-neighborhoods U(f, e),

we refer to [LT, 1.6].

lf AcX, we let o'near A" mean "on an open neighborhood of A".
An isotopy H of X onto Y is acontinuous map H:XXI*Y suchthatfor

each l(1 the map H.:X-Y, v-H(x,t), is a homeomorphism. As known.
there are other definitions of an isotopy of X onto I, equivalent to this one if
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X and Y are locally compact. lf Ac.X and HrlA:HolA for each ,, we say
that H is rel A. If e(C*(X) and HrEU(II,, e) for each t, we say that f1 is
an e-isotopy. lf X:Y and Flo:id, we say that H is an ambient isotopy of X.
If A, e are as above, the e-neighborhood of I in X is the set N(A, e):
{x(Xl)y€A, d(x, y)-.e(/)}. If ä is an ambient e-isotopy of X relX\N(1, e),

we say that the homeomorphism flr: X*X is an e-push of (X, A). The combina-
tion of two isotopies G and H of X onto I with Ho:6, is the isotopy K of

Given an isotopy G of X onto I and an ambient isotopy H of Y, the isotopy
HxG of X onto I is definedby (HxG)r:Gzt if 0<t<ll2 andby (HxG)r:
Hr,-rG, if ll2=t<l; HxG is ambient if and only if G is ambient.

We will often need the fact that if UcX is open and f : X-Y, g: U*Y
are embeddings such that d(f(x), g(x))=d(7(x),/tX\Ul)12 for each x€ (1, then
/2:gu(/lX\U): X*Y is an embedding. This follows from

I a(f(*), f (y)) = d(t (*), t,(y)) = + dU(*), f (y)) ror x€u, "v€x\t/.

neighborhood

L=1,

An immersion f : X*Y
of each point of X.

An embedding f : X---Y

is a continuous map which embeds some

is called (L-) bilipschitz if, for some

d(*, DIL = d(f(*), f(y)) = Ld(x, y) for all x, y(X.

If / is only a function satisfying the right inequality, / is called Lipschitz. A LIP
map f : X*Y is one which is locally Lipschitz. Every PL map between polyhedra
in Euclidean spaces is LIP. An embedding f : XtY is called (ry-) quasisymmetric
if, for some homeomorphism rl: Rl* *.R1 ,

d(f(o), f(i\a(f@), "f 
(r)) = q(d(a, x)ld(b, x)) for a, b, x(x, b * x.

Like bilipschitz embeddings, quasisymmetric embeddings form a category; cf.

[TVr]. Every bilipschitz embedding is quasisymmetric. An embeddine f :X*Y
is said to be a LIP embedding or an LQS embedding if / is, locally, bilipschitz or
quasisymmetric, respectively. Every LIP or LQS embedding of a compact space
is bilipschitz or quasisymmetric fTVr,Theorem2.23f, respectively. Forincreasing
embeddings f : A*RL, where lcRl is an interval, our definition of quasisym-
metry is equivalent to the one in lLV*II.7.ll. Hence, by [LVr, II, Lemma 7.1
and(7.2)), every quasisymmetric homeomorphism /: [0, l)*[0, 1) can be extended
to a quasisymmetric homeomorphism F:JL*JL by reflection, i.e., if we set
F(x): -f(-x) for x<0.

Let n>2, let Ac.R" be a set such that AcclintA, andlet J': A*P be
an embedding. If there is K>l such that the restrictions of / to all components of
int A are K-quasiconformal in the sense of [Vr], / is called (K) quasiconformal.
If each point of A has an open neighborhoo d n a on which / is quasiconformal,
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/ is said to be LQC. The sets A and the LQC embeddings f : A*R' (observe

that fAcclintfA) form a category. We will freely use Theorem 35.1 of [Vr] about
the piecewise construction of quasiconformal embeddings. In particular, an LQC
embedding of a compact set is quasiconformal. Further, if p: JR'*A' is the ortho-
gonal reflection in Ä'-', we can extend every open quasiconformal (or LQC)
embedding f : U*R"*, wherc UcRn* is open, to a quasiconformal (or LQC,
respectively) embedding F:UvpU-R" by reflection, i.e., by setting F:pfp
on pU; cf. [V1, Theorem 35.21. It follows from this and [Vs, Theorems 2.3 and2.4l
thatif UcR"* isopen,anopenembedding f :U*R"* isLQCif andonlyif /is
LQS. For embeddings -f ; A-Rt, where lc.Rl, we let "quasiconformal" and
"LQC" mean 'oquasisymmetric" and "LQS", respectively. Also id:rRo*Äo is

calledLQC. Itfollowsthatif n>l.,UcR\ isopen, and f :U*R"+ isanopen
LQC embedding, /lUnRn-t' gnpn-1*ar-1 is LQC.

Let C denote either LQS, LQC, or LIP. An atlas on an n-manifold, n >0, is
called a C-atlas if its coordinate changes are C-homeomorphisms (cf. [LT, 1.3]).

A C-structure is a maximal C-atlas, and a manifold equipped with a C-structure
is called a C-manifold. Observe that LQC manifolds are the same as LQS manifolds.
However, we prefer to use the term LQC rather than LQS whenever possible. We
define C-embeddings of C-manifolds (of the same dimension if C:LQC) by using

charts. A C-immersion is a continuous map which is locally a C-embedding. The
restrictions of the charts of the C-structtre il of a C-manifold M to the boundary
0M of M form a C-atlas .dlAM on 0M. In fact, ill\M is a C-structure, because

by [TVu, Theorem 4.10 and Remark 4.11] every C-embedding f :0N*0Q, where
N, Q are n-dimensional C-manifolds, can be extended to a C-embedding of a neigh-

borhood of åN. If M, Q are C-manifolds (of the same dimension in the case

C:LQC), M is a subset of Q, and the inclusion M*Q is a C-embedding, then
rl1 is called a C-submanifold of Q.

Let C( {TOP, LQS, LQC, LIP} and let Q be an n-dimensional C-manifold.
Every discrete subspace of Q is defined to be a locally C-flat O-submanifold of Q.
For l=k=n, wewanteverylocallyC-flatk-submanifold of Q to meet åp trans-

versally. For this purposewe introduce the notation iRtft: {x(R}lxr:. ..:xn-k:O,
.rr,-, =0) for k>2 and R!1* : {x€Ä! | x1 : ... :&-1 : 0, x,C.I\. We say that a subset

N of Q is a locally C-flat k-submonifuld of Q (k=1) if for each point x€N
thereareanopenneighborhood U of x in Q andanopenC-embedding h:UtR"+
such that hfUnNl:furynR?1. Since Ä!! for k>2 is PL homeomorphic to Ä!,
it is easy to see that N is then a C-manifold in a naturalway (a C-submanifold of
Q except if C:LQC and k*n). Clearly Na|Q is a locally C-flat (k- l)-sub-
manifold of 0Q and of 0N. Let M be a k-dimensional C-manifold and f : M*Q
an embedding. If k:0, we call f locally C-flat. For ft>l, we say that f is

locally C-flat if for each x€M there are an open neighborhood UcM of x,
an open subset V of R\, a C-homeomorphism h:U*VaR!!, and an open

C-embedding g:V*Q such that glhU:fh-1. Then fM is a locally C-flat sub-
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manifold of Q and / gives a C-homeomorphism M*fM. Conversely, ,f fM
is a locally C-flat submanifold of Q and / grves a C-homeomorphism MtfM,
it is easy to see that f is locally C-flat. An immersion f : M*Q is said to be

locally C-flat if it is locally a locally C-flat embedding. We need the easily proved

fact that if M,Q are C-manifolds, /:M*Q is a locally C-flat embedding, and

N is a locally C-flat submanifold of M, then /lN is locally C-flat, prov.ided that
either f-r0Q:0 or f-L\Q:|M. It is useful in this paper to have the concept
of local LQS flatness, too, though it is equivalent to local LQC flatness.

Local PL flatness is defined in an analogous way. We need the fact that if
A is a closed subset of a PL manifold M and UcM is a neighborhood of l,
there is a closed neighborhood P of I such that Pc U and P is a locally PL
flat PL submanifold of M. To construct such a P, choose a sufficienfly fine trian-
gulation K of M, let N(A,K) denote the union of all (closed) simplexes of K
which meet A, and set P:N(N(A,K),K), where K" is the second barycentric
subdivision of K; cf. [H, pp. 65,67f, [RS, pp. 32-35[ [Ru, p. 20]. We also need the
fact that a PL n-ball .B in j?i is locally PL flat if .BnÄ'-1 is either empty [RS,
Corollary 3.131 or a PL (n-l)-ball [H, Lemma 2.t41.

The following lemma is needed in 3.1.

2.l.Lemma. Let lr:ls-crRg,7-1,2,3, let T:Itvlzvl,a, and let f: T*T
be a homeomorphism.

(a) If fll;vl1 is quasisymmetric for all i, j, f is quasisymmetric.

(b) If .fllrvl, and fllrvl, are quasisymmetric, f is quasisymntetric.

(c) If fV, is quasisymmetric, there is 'a quasisymmetric homeomorphism

F: T--T such that F :.f on ltv{rr, rr} and
(d) If fllrvl, is quosisymmetric, \here

F : T -,T such that F :.f on lrv Iru ter) ond

Proof. We first observe that if flllvl, is 4-quasisymmetric and H:n(l)
(=1), then, since ./(0):0, lf(xr)l=Hlf(xr)t, and, hence, lf(x1)-f(xr)l=
Hlf(x)-f(xs)l whenever x;€f\O, lx'l:lxrl. By the aid of this fact it is easy to
prove (a) and reduce (b) to (a) (we do not need (b)). To prove (c), we first extend

fllrv{e2,er) to a homeomorphism Fs:T-T by setting Fo(tej):lf(te)lf(ei)
for t(1, j:1,2,3. By the reflection principle and (a), Fo is quasisymmetric. The
existence of F now easily follows from the fact ([LVr, p. 13]) that every increasing
quasisymmetric homeomorphism E: I-I can be extended to a quasisymmetric

homeomorphism g':21*21 whichisPLnear2. The proof of (d)issimilar. n

fis
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PL near {tr, es]1.
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PL neer €s.
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3. LQC or LIP approximation of homeomorphisms

Consider the approximation result which is contained in [TV3, Theorem 4.8]

and which generalizes [TVr, Theorem 4.4]. A slight modification of [TV3, Remark

4.91 (where s, should have been chosen so that S'G)*O) implies that this result

also holds for n:1. Moreover, the condition "fl\M is a C-embedding" can be

replaced, as the proof shows, by the more general condition "flLM is a C-embedding

near BaLM". In this section we apply this theorem to prove the more general

Theorems 3.1 and 3.3, whose special case of empty M1 and Mzit is. In the proof
of 3.3 we also use 4.1.

3.1. Theorem. Let C({LQC, LTP}, let Qr,Q, ben'dimensionalC-manifulds,
let A,BcQr. be closed and B'cQ, a neighborhood of B, let Mi be a closed

locally C-flat (n-l)-submanifuld of Qi, i:1,2, such that (Mr\A)n|Q1:
AM1-\1, let f : Qr*Qz be a homeontorphism such that f is a C-embedding neat

A and fMr:Mr, andlet e(C*(Q).
(a) Prouided n#4,5,6, there is an e'isotopy H of Q1 onto Q, such that

(1) Ho:f,
Q) Hr:f for each t(.1 near A and on Q1\B',
(3) HrMr:Ä1[, for each t(1,
(4) H, is aC-embeddingnear AvB.
(b) If X€{\Mb\Qr,MrI and if flx is a C-embedding near BoX, then

(a) is also truefor n:6, and H canbe chosen to be relX.
(c) Suppose that flX is a C-embedding near BaX for each X€{\Qr,Mr}.

If C:LQC and n:2, suppose in addition that fl\QpMl is LQS near ilMrn
(B\l). Then (a)isalsotruefor n:5 or 6, and H canbechosentobe rel|QrvMr.

Proof. Note that fl|M, is necessarily a C-embedding near Bn0M1 in (b)

and (c). As in the proof of [TVr, Theorem 4.41, the general case can be reduced to
the special case where -B is compact and either (Qr,Mr):(Qr,Mr)({(4t,0),
(Å'*,0), (i?t, {0})} if n:l or, if n=2, Qr,Q, are open subsets of Å! and Mt:
Qi^Lo, i:1,2, where Zo:ft'-'zX{Q}XIR'*cÄi. For n:1, the case (Qt,Mi):
(Rt,0), i:1,2, is proved in [TV3, Remark 4.9]; the remaining cases can be proved

similarly.
Let now n>2, To prove the special case, we may additionally assume that

,B' is compact and Q1 connected. Choose an open neighborhood A' of I such

that flA' is a C-embedding. Let Q!:9.n(,R'-2X74'*XRL), i:-1,1. Then

Q,:QlvQtL and Q!nQi':Mi. It is easy to see that fQi is either Qf, ot 8;1.
Hence we may assume that fQi:}i, i:-1,1. Let Li:R"-zXiR1*X{g}c1i,
j:-1,1. Then f[QrnL):QrnZ;. Note that there is a PL homeomorphism of
.R'-2XjÅ1+XrR| onto Ri which is the identity on Li,i:-1,1.

By Theorem 4.8 of [TVJ and its proof, for all j:-1,0, 1 and ä>0 there

is a ä-isotopy Gi of Qr.^Li onto QrnL, with the following properties: Gå:
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flQr.^Li, G, is rel(QrnZ)\D for some compact neighborhood D (independent

of 7) of B\l' in ints,.B'\1, and Gi is a C-embedding near BnLi; G!:
G?:G;' on 0M1 for each t€I; Gj is rel 0M, whenever fl\M, is a C-embedding
near Bn0M1, and finally, 6i is rel XaL, whenever X€{0Q1, Mr} and flX
is a C-embedding near BaX. In the part (a) we needed n*5,6, in the part (b)
n*5. For j:-l,l define an isotopy Kl:GovGi of 0Qi:9rn(ZouZr) onto
\Qi. Then Ki is a C-embedding near nn\Qi if (C, n)*(LQC,2). To obrain
this claim for (C, n):(LQC, 2), too, additional care is needed. We may assume

that {O):fltr4rc,8\1. The part (c) is clear, since Kf :;fl\Qi is LQS near 0

by our particular assumption. In the part (a), [TVr, Remark 4.9] shows that the
isotopies Gi, i:-1,0, 1, can be chosen in such a way that Gi is PL
near 0, in which case the claim holds. Consider the subcase of (b) where /lM,
is LQS near BaMl (implying Gl:flM). We may assume that GlvG;l is PL
near 0. Hence, modifying GrvG-r by combining it with a new isotopy, we may
assume by 2.1(c) that GluGluGll is LQS near 0, whence the claim. Finally,
the treatment of the subcase of (b) where fl|Qr is LQS near Ba\Q, is similar;
we now use 2.1(d).

Again by Theorem 4.8 of [TVs] and its proof, if the above ä is sufficiently
small, for each i:-1, 1 there is an (elQi)-isotopy Hi of Qi onto Qi which
extends Ki such that Hio:719i, Hi:f for each t(I near AnQi and on Qi\B',
and Hi is aC-embeddingnear BnQi. Then 11 : HrvH -1 is the desired isotopy. n

3.2. Remarks. 1. In the case n: l, Theorem 3.1 also holds if we omit the
assumption (Mr\l)nåQr:äMr:-V (:0). In fact, the isotopy ä given by 3.1

with M, replaced by M\åQ; is then the desired isotopy, since it is rel |QrvM1.
2.The following special case of 3.1 is [Gr, Theorem l]: If C€{LQC, LIP},

nl4, 5, and Mr, M, are compact locally C-flat (n- l)-submanifolds of §' without
boundary such that (5", Mr) is homeomorphic to (Sn, Mr), then (S', M1) is

C-homeomorphic to (S', Mr),
In the case 0M1cA, the next theorem also follows from 3.1.

3.3. Theorem. Let C, Q;, A, B, B', Mi,f, e be as in 3.1 but such that Mrc
AvB and that the assumption (Mr\A)nDQ1:årly'\l is replaced by the assumption

r11r\lcint Qr.
(a) The part (a) of 3.1 holds with (3) replaced by the condition H1M1:tu[r.
(b) If X<{LM,,M;) and if flx is a C-embedding, then (a) is also true for

n:6, and H can be chosen such that HllX:flX.
(c) If fl\h is aC-embedding near Ba|Qr, then (b) with X:Mt is also

true for n:5 or 6, and H can be chosen to be rel|Q1 in (a) and (b).

Proof. Choose open sets Ar,Ar,BtcQt such that AcArcÄrcA* f is

a C-embedding near Är, BcBrcBrcinto,B', and fl\h is a C-embedding near

BralQt in (c). Then N:/[B'\lr]nntQ, is a neighborhood of /tMr\lrl
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in Qr. Choose q(C*(Q) with U(ido,,ri"U(f,?tflcu(f,e)- Then choose

4fC *1911, ry=4f, such that ö:1rlM, is the function given by 4.1 with the substi-

tution C-C, fl+fl, M-Mr, Q*Q,r, A,B*Mr, U*AriMr, f-flMt, N-N,
e-41N. By [TY3, Theorem 4.8] there is an 4r-isotopy G of Q1 onto Q, relArv
(0.\B') suchthat Go:f,GrlArvB, is aC-embedding, and G is tel\Q1 in (c).

Then f1:G1lM1 is a locally C-flat embedding in U(flMb » with fr:f on

AyaMr. Again by [TVr, Theorem 4.8], there is a C-homeomorphism f2: M1*M2
in U(flML,» such that fz:f on AraMl and that frlx:flx whenever

X€{0M1, Mr} and flx is a C-embedding. Then fr is locally C-flat as an embedding

into Q2. Hence, by the definition of ä, there is an ambient 4-isotopy K of Q,
rel Qr\N such that K, is a C-homeomorphism and K1f1:fz. lt follows that

H:KxG is the desired isotopy. n

3.4. Remark. For n:2, the modification of 3.3 holds where theassumption

rtr'r\lcint Q, and the assertion (c) are omitted and where H1l0Mpfl0M1.
This result can be proved as 3.3 by the aid of 4.2.

3.5. Example. For every C({LQC, LIP} and for every n>L, each of the

parts (a), (b), and (c) of 3.1 and of 3.3 is false without the assumption that M, is

closed in Qi. We show this by constructing a locally LIP flat (z-1)-submanifold
M of R' without boundary and a homeomorphism f : NtR" which is a LIP
embedding near M such that fM is not the image of M andet any LQC homeo-

morphism h: R"*Ro. Suppose first n>2. We modify [Vr, Example 5.11]. Let
M:Ä'-\0. Set 9(r):lsin(l/l) for l>0 and 9(0):Q, and defrne f(x,t):
(x, r+e(lxl)) for x€Rn-I, l€Rl. If now h: R'*-R' were an LQC homeomorphism

such that 714:fM, then hR"-r:fR"-', which is impossible, since no neigh-

borhood of the origin in /Ä'-1 is of bounded turning; cf. [TV., Theorem 2.11].

Consider n:1. We let ll:{tlrli(N} and define f(x):x' for x=0 and

f(x):x for x=0. Suppose that there is an LQS homeomorphism å:R1*.rR1

such that hM:fM. We may assume that h is increasing. Then hlM:flM,
which is impossible, since flM is not locally quasisymmetric at the origin.

4. Equivalence of close locally C-flat embeddings

In this section we prove the following two theorems. For a discussion on them,

see 4.3.

4.1.Theorem. Let C({TOP,LQC,LIP} and nl4, let M be an (n-l)'
and Q an n-dimensional C-manifold, let Ac.M be closed, BcM a neighborhood

of A, and UcM open, let f :M*2 be an embedding with /[,4\U]cintQ,
let NcQ be a neighborhood of flA\Ul, and let s€C+(N)' If C *TOP and

n>2, suppose that flA\Ul is closed in Q. Thm there is ö€C *(M) with the
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following property: If -fr,f2:M-q are locally C-flat embeddings such that
d(fi(x),f(x))=ä(x) for each x€8, i:1,2, and f1l(I:frlU, there is an ambient
isotopy H of Q rel Q\N sacå that d(H,(x), x)=e(x) for all x(N and t€l,
H, is aC-homeomorphismfor each t€l, and Hrfr:f, on N(A,6).

4.2. Theorem. For n=3, Theorem 4.L also holds with the following modi-

fications: L) The assumption /[,a\U]cint Q is replaced by the following assumption.

Let TcM be an open neighborhood of A\U. Suppose that Taf-r|Q is an

(n-2)-submantfold of 0T wheneoer either n:2 or C:TOP, n:3 and that
Taf-r\Q:flT wheneuer C*TOP, n:3. 2) The erubeddin+s ft,fz are assumed

to haue the additional property that either Tnf,-r0g:Tof-r0Q, i:1,2, wheneuer

n>2 or Taf;109:7of;'AQ wheneoer n:1. 3) Only H1 is claimed to be a
C-homeomorphism, not H, for each t€(.

4.3. Remarks. 1. For C:TOP and n<3,4.2 generalizes 4.1.

2. The forms of 4.1 and 4.2 where N is more generally a neighborhood of
/[,4\intM U] only follow trivially.

3. Consider the (uninteresting) case n:1. ln 4.2 the isotopy ä can, as in
4.l,bechosen such that H, is aC-homeomorphism for each l€1 also if C +TOP.
We omit the proofs of 4.1 and 4.2 because they differ from the proofs in the case

n>2. We only remark tlat these results reduce to the special case of 4.2 where
C:LIP, A:M, U:b, for which there exists an easy direct proof.

4. For all C +TOP and n=2, the assumption in 4.1 and 4.2 that /[l\U]
is closed is essential. For example, for every ä(C+(B'-l), where n>2, the
ä-neighborhood of the inclusion Bt-t*pn contains a locally LIP flat embedding
which is not quasisymmetric, and which thus is not a restriction of any LQC homeo-

morphism R'*Å'.
5. For C:TOP, 4.1 and 4.2 are known in the absolute case A:M,U:$

(we may now assume that .f is closed). For n >5 this is due to Price and Seebeck

[PS, Theorem 3]. The case n:3 follows from Craggs [Cr, Theorem 8.2] (cf. [B1,
Theorem 9l); this result of [Cr] also implies for n:2 the absolute case of 4.1. Of
course, 4.2 for C:TOP, n:2 is well-known, but it seems that it does not exist
in the literature.

6. The flrst of the three stages of the proofs of 4.1 and 4.2 consists of handle
lemmas. For C:TOP these lemmas base on the handle lemma [PS, Theorem 2]
if n>5, on [Cr, Theorem 8.1] if n:3 (cf. the paragraph just before Theorem 8.2

in [Cr]), and on the Schoenflies t]reorem if n:2. The handle lemmas for C #TOP
follow from the TOP handle lemmas and 3.1.

We begin with C:TOP, n:3.
4.4.Lemma. Let M be a PL 2-manifuld, Q a PL 3-ntanifuld, f i M*8

a closed locally flat embedding, AcQ closed with f being PL near f-LA, and
g€C*(O\,V). Thenthereisanambientisotopy H of Q relA suchthat d(H,(x),x)-:
e(x) for all x€.Q\A and t(I and that H1f is PL.
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proof. choose a closed polyhedral neighborhood N of A in Q such that

/'is PL near f-rN. Obviously, there is a triangulation K of the space S:fMvN
such that / is PL, Na polyhedron, and the inclusion map NtQ PL with respect

to K. Then §o:§näo is a polyhedron under K. we may assume that a sub-

complex Ko of K triangulates ,So. We conclude, by the analogue of [B1, Theorem8']

for 2-manifolds without boundary (this is obviously true) or directly, that a sub-

divisionof Ko, whichwemayassumetobe Ko itself,canbeextendedtoatriangula-

tion K' of the space 0Q. Then by [Br, Theorem 8'] a subdivision of the trian-

gulation KvK' of Sv\Q, which we may assume to be KuK' itself, can be ex-

tended to a triangulation Kr of the space o. By [Bt, Theorem 4], for every

ä€C+(0\,4) there is a PL homeomorphism g: (Q, Kr)*Q such that glA:id
and d(s@),x)=ä(x) for each x€Q-V. Then gf is PL. If ä is small enough,

by [Ks, Theorem] there is an ambient isotopy H of Q rel I such that ]1 is an

e-isotopy on P^,\ 4 and Hr:g. tr

4.5. Lemma. Theorem 4.2 holds if C :TOP, n:3, and A:B:T:M'
Proof. We first reduce the lemma to the case where / is closed. Since fM

is locally compact, it has an open neighborhood Qo in Q where it is closed. We

may assume that N is open, NcQo, and e(x)=d(x,0\N)/2 for each x€N'
Lel ö with ä(x)=d(f(*),0\oJ for each x(M be the function given by the

lemma if Q is replaced by Qo. Consider fr,f, as in the lemma; then fiMcQo.
Let Ho be the ambient isotopy of Qo thus obtained. Extending ä! for each

t(I by the identity of 0\Oo we get the desired ambient isotopy H of Q.

Thus we may assume that f is closed. Then we may also assume that there is

e,€c+(Q) extending e. we may further assume that N is open and that M and

Q are pL manifolds. Then L:f-t\Q is a PL l-submanifold of EM. choose

closed locally PL flat submanifolds Mr, Mrcu of M such that M, is a neigh-

borhood of M\/-rN, M, is a neighborhood of Mr, and MraL is a l-manifold'

Choose an open set 
^f1c0 

such that NtcN and

/:Ärl\Mrc fr1 , f'MtnNl - g.(4.6)

Then choose an open neighborhood N, of Ntufl\M, in Q with NrcN'
Choose rlo€C *(Q) such that if (P!, ..., Qs: Q- Q are homeomorphisms in U(id, 4o),

then Er'Ei'ErEnep$U(id, e'). Define a continuous p: Q-I1t* by p(x):
min(qo@):2, d(x, o\Nr). Let rr€Ca (M) be the function given by [Cr, Theorem

8.1] with the substitution M-Q, K*M, Ko*L, L*Mr, l'*f, t-P. That is,

if g1,gr: M*Q are PL embeddings in U(f,v) such that 1t:gz on M, and

gi'\Q:L, there is an ambient (PL) isotopy G of Q such that Gr7r:g2 and

d(G,(x),x)=p1x1 for all xeQ and tQI. Choose å€C+(M) and 4(C*191,

Ia4o, such that lf E€U(f,ö) is an embedding and Er,E2(u(ide,4), then

E is closed, Er[0Vf]c0\Nr, (4.6) holds with f teplacedby EtE, and E2E1E(

u(f,v).
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We show that this ä is the desired function. Let fr,f, be as in 4.5. Then,
since (ftlMr)-'0Q:MrnZ is a l-submanifold of 0M2, the embedding frlMr:
f2lM, is locally flat, and, hence, by 4.4 there is a homeomorphism g: Q-Q in
U(id,r) such that f{:gf,, i:1,2, is PL on M2. Since (r)-'t0vvrfcint*Mr.
Lemma 4.4 gives an ambient 4-isotopy G' of Q rel p\ÄI, such that S=G\f{
is PL. We have C#U(f,v), StlMr:SzlMr and g;t|Q:L. Thus the second

paragraph of the proof gives a certain isotopy G. Then by defining Ht:
g-t(G?)-LGtG|B: for t€I we obtain an ambient e'-isotopy H of Q rel Q\N
such tlrat Hrft:fz. tr

The next lemma is needed fot n:2.

4.l.Lemma. Let NcRz be a neighborhood of I and let e=0. Then there

zs ä>0 with the following property: If fr,fr: l-1,21*p' are embeddings with
d(ft, id)-6, thereis ahomeomorphism h: Rz*Rz such that d(h,id)=e,å1,R2\N:id,
and hfr:f, on L Moreorser, if

ft : -fz on [-- 1, 2]\1,

h can be chosen such that hfr:f, on [-1,21.

Proof. Choose an integer p>2 such that if 4:11p, then q<el8 and
(-2q,1+2q)X(-q,tDcN. Let ö:rtlL. Let fr,fr: l-1,21-112 be embeddings
with d(f1,id)<ö. Choose arcs Ario, i<{1,2}, j<{-1,0, ...,p+1}, &€{0, 1},

with endpoints fi(jq) and (jr1, (-l)kry) such that

int Aiipc ((i -tlz)4, (j +tlz)rix(-tt, d\frl-r,21,
Arj*: Azj* for j€ {- 1, p+ 1} in the case (4.8).

Then the open arcs int Ari1, are disjoint. The arcs Arr1, can be found, for example,
as follows. Let ft@i*) be the point of .f,l-l,2la{ja}X[-q,ril closest to
(jrt, e1)e4). We have lair,-jql=ö and fiJi1,c(itt-2ö,j4*2ö)X(-ä, ä), where
J i*:Iai*, i47 @r Uq, ay7). The arc Aiiy is now the union of a subarc of the segment

{jn\Xl-rt,rtl and an arc close to fiJis.
There are Jordan domains

Gii* C ((i -312)q, (i + U2)dx(-q, q)

for i€{1, 2}, j€{0, ..,, p+l}, kQ{O,1} such that

0 G i i r, 
: lU - 1) q, j qlr {( l)k a\ u A x ; - rtov .f,lQ - l) 4, j 1lv A,, o,

if (4.8) holds or if i 4 {0, p+ll, or such that

Gijo : Gifl for "l€ {0, p * 1},

lGioo - [-4, 0] X {-rt, riu {-tt)Xl-rt, r1f vAioovA,or,

0G 4p +r1o : [1, 1 * dx {- q, q} u {1 + q} xl- 4, 4fv A,rov Airr,

if (4.8) does not hold.

(4.8)
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By the Schoenflies theorem there is a homeomorphism h: Rz-Rz such that

hGy1": G2ip for i€ {0, ..., p+l}, k( {0, 1},

h:id on n\int(u{Gr.ir,U€{0, ...,p*1}, k€{0, U}),

hfr: "fz on f,
hfr:.f, on l-1,21 in the case (4.8).

Then ålR'!{:id. Finally, since GrroaGrro*0 and d(Gii*)<ef2 for all i,j,k,
we have d(h,id)=t. n

The next two lemmas are the handle lemmas needed for 4.1.

4.9.Lemma. Let C€{TOP,LQC,LIP}, let n*4, let k,m>O be integers

with klm:n-l, let f : I"-l-R" be an embedding, and let e>0, Then there is

ö>0 with the following property: If fr,fr: In-L+Rn are locally C'flat embeddings

such that d(f1,f)=ö and f1:f2 on (r\rk1t72))Y.l^, there is an ambimt e-isotopy

H of Å' relR'\N(/'-1Q12),t) such that H, is a C-homeomorphismfor each

t(I and Htfr:f, on IkxI^(Ll2).

Proof. The case n:1 being trivial, we may assume n=2. Consider first
C:TOP. The case n>5 is [PS, Theorem 2]. The case n:3 follows from 4.5

(rpply itto flIkXI^(U2)). Let now n:2. Since f can be extended to a homeo-

morphism R2*l?2, we may assume thaL f is the inclusion map. Then 4.7 and

Alexander's construction of isotopies (cf. [RS, Proposition 3.22]) give the lemma'

Consider now C ITOP. By [TV3, Theorem 3.4] it suffices to construct ä>0
with the following weaker property (this reduction also holds for C:TOP): If
ft,fz are as in the lemma, there is a C-homeomorphism h:Rn*Ro such that
d,(h,id)<e, h:id on l:l?'\N(,f/"-t(ll2),e), and hfr:f, on IkxI-(112).
We apply the case C:TOP of the lemma and 3.1. We first choose ?t«0,U2)
and an open neighborhood Y1 of I such that Yrafl"-1(ll2*q):A. By the

TOP case, there is ä>0 with the following property: lf fr,fr:I'-r*Ro are

locally flat embeddings such that d(f,,f)<ö and /r:7, on (f\Zk1tl2))XI^,
tlrere is a homeomorphism g: R'*R' such that d(g,id)=e|2, g:id near 7r,

and gf1:f2 on (J:JvXJ^(U2+r». We may assume that e and ä are so small

that f{1"-1V'-1(3/4)l c I.
We show that this ä is the desired number. Suppose that the last-mentioned

f1,f2 are, in fact, locally C-flat. Choose an open set VcR" such that frU is

a closed subset of V; then frU is closed in the open seL gV. Define er€C+(V)
by 2er(x):min(e,d(g(x), Å'\gZ)). We apply 3.1(c) with the substitution C*C,
Qt-V, Qz-gV, a-fraV, B,B'*V, Mi*fiU,f*glV, E»8r. This is possible

since g extends the C-homeomorphism frfl': frU*.frU. We obtain a C-homeo-

morphism g':Y-gY suchthat E'€U(glV,er),g':g-id on Y1aY, and g':g on

f1U. Extending g' by glR\r/ we obtain a homeomorphism 91: "iR'*Jt' such that
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d(g1,id)<e, grlYr:id, grfr:fz on U, and grlV is a C-embedding. By [TVr,
Theorem 4.41 there is a C-homeomorphism h:R"*R such that d(h,id)=e,
hlY:id, and h:h near frltk(314)xl^(U2)1.'then hfr:f, on lkxl^(ll2). n

4.10. Lemm a. Let C, n, k, m, e be as in 4.9 with m>t and let f : If-l*11n
be an embed.ding. Then there is ö=0 with thefollowing property: If fr, fr: IT'*R"
arclocallyC-flatembeddingssuch that dQf,,f)=ö and ft:f, on (tkr.,,tk1t1Z))X4,
there is an ambient e-isotopy H of R'relrR'Vf("f1i-'Ol2),e) such that H, is
a C-homeomorphism for each tCI and Hrfr:fz on tkXtyltlZl.

Proof. We reduce the lemma to 4.9. We begin with some preliminary construc-
tions. Let N:N(fIT'Ql2),e). Let o: Ä1*11 and z:.R1*1 be the unique non-
decreasing retractions; then we define a retraction r: R"*I+*t by r(x):(o(xr),...,
o(x,-r),2(x,-J). For s=0, let B":I"-'(l*s)X[-s, 1+r]X11(§)ci?' and
define homeomorphisms a", p": "R1*.R1 by

f tt,
1 a, (r),

[sr+s-1., t = -1
c("(/)-{ t, -1 =t4

[sr+l-s, t >l
Then t ": 

R" -, Rn, t,@): (a,(xr), . . ., c,(x,*z),
such that rlr,ll1*1:id, trBr:B* and rt,
lfr@) - fr(y) I - sl15 for all x, !€,R' with
the subset

f"(r) -
t=0
t>0.

§r(x*-r), sxn), is a PL homeomorphism
:F. We choose a((0,, 1) such that

l* -yl= o. Consider b€(0, alz) and

A - rk x r- -1 (t I 2 + b) xlå, 1/21 u (/\ Jk O | 2 + b)) x 1* -r (t I 2 * b) x[0, t I 2]

of 11. 1. It is obvious that if å is sufficiently small, then fl1-t(ll2+b)cN and
there is an ambient a-isotopy l- of .R' relR'\ÄIo, where Nr-N(t"-'1t127,a),
such that ,t-, is PL and f ,I'f1c1[-1 for each t<I and that f rgkXtiltl2)]cA.
We fix such a number å.

Obviously, there is a PL homeomorphism E: I'-L*I\:1 such that

e [(r\rk (1/2))x r^f : (Ifr\Ik (U 2))x rr,
q I', - a (l I 2) : Ik (r I 2) x t * - t (l I 2 + b) x[b, 1 | 2] c r 1- 

t (t I 2 + b),

E[IkxI*(1'12)]: ,t.

Thus by 4.9 there is äo>Q with the following property: lf fr,fr:11-t*R' are
locally C-flat embeddings such that d(f,,f)=äo and fr:fz on (lklZ&1t lz)):Xlf,
there is an ambient (e/3)-isotopy ä0 of -rR' rellR'\N such that H! is a C-homeo-
morphism for each tQI and that lt!7r:7, on l, whence H\frfr:frf , on
rkxrro12).

We show that for every locally C-flat embedding g: IT'-R' with d(g,f|-
elt5 there is an ambient (ei3)-isotopy G of -R' rel R'\N such that G, is a C-
homeomorphism for each t€I and Grg:gfrllit. By [Ru, Corollary 3.4.1]
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if C:TOP or by [GV, Theorem 4.31 if C *TOP, there is a C-homeomorphism
g': R'*Rn extending g. Since d(rlB",id)*6 as J*0, there is s>0 such that
d(g'lB",grlB")<e/15. Then E:g'rL"i Ro*Jt' is a C-homeomorphism extending
g with d(ElBr, grlBr):41f'{t"lBr, gnlr"lBr):d(g'18", grlB,)<elll. We set Gt:
§f ,E-t for t€l. Then G,lÅ\§No:id and Grg: Sf ,lIT'. If x€R', y(1"-2(ll2),
and lx-yl<a,

lE @) - f 0)l = | § (x) - gr ( x)l + | sr (x) - fr (x)l + I fr (x) - fr (y)l

< 3. el15 : el5,

whence §NocN. If x€Noc.B1,

I Er, (x) - B (x) | = 2d (§l 8,, cr lB L) + 2d lc, l) * | fr f 
' 
(x) -.fr (x) 

I

= 5.ell5 : el3.

Hence G is the desired isotopy.
We show that ä:min(äo,e/15) satisfies the lemma. Let f1,f2 be as in the

lemma. By what we have proved, there are ambient (e/3)-isotopies Ho, H|, H2

of Å' relÅ'\N such that Hi is a C-homeomorphism for a1l t(I and i:0, 1,2,
that Hlfrfy:f2|, on IkxIfOl2), and that Hift:ftfrllT', i:1,2. Then

H :(l{z)-r x Ho x HL is the desired isotopy. n

The rest of the proof of 4.1 will now be standard. The next lemma is the second

stage of this proof.

4.11. Lemma. Let C({TOP, LQC, LIP} and n*4,let G be an open subset

of RT', let A,B,(J beopenin G suchthat ÄaGc(I,BcG, and B is compact,

let f : G*R" be an embedding, and let e=0. Then there is ö= O with the following
property: If fr,fr: G*R" are locally C-flat embeddings such that d(fr,f)<6
and frlU:frlU, there is an ambient e-isotopy E of R" relÄ'\N(/B,e) such that

E, isaC-homeomorphismforeach t€I and E1f1:f2 on AvB.

Proof. Let At:ÄaG and N:N(fB,e). Choose a compact PL (n-l)-
manifold Pcf-r|y with .Bcint6P. Choose a triangulation (K,fo) of (P,lP).
Let K' be the first barycentric subdivision of K and K" the second one. For
o(K, let ä be the barycenter of o,H":v{rlö(r(K"\, and i(H,):dimo.
Write K:{or, ..., o,) with dim or--dim o;+r. Then ff:{H,,, ..., Ho,\ is

a handle decomposition of P as in [H, pp.224-227], [RS, p. 82] or [Ru, pp.

3l-331. In fact, if o(K, P":v{H,lr(K, dimt=dim o\, Eo:cl ((u{zlA€r€.K'})\
P,), k:i(H,), and m:n-l-k (thus rn >1 whenever o(Ko), it is easy to show

that (8,, Ho, EioaP,, fr,alP) is PL homeomorphic either to (Ikx2I',IkxI^,
0Ikx2I^,9) whenever o€K\Ko or to (Ikx2lf, Ikxlf,\Ikx2lf, Ikx2l^-t)
whenever o(Ko. Setting Ho<H" if HonH"l0 and i(H,)=i(H") (i.e., if o is

a face of r) we obtain a partial order for af. Let tro and lf,r, respeclively, be the
sets of the handles H€lf such that there is H'eff with 11= H' andwith either
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H'nA1*0 or H'nB*O, respectively. Then H=-H'<34 implies H(tr, for
i:0, 1. We may assume that vllocU and vlf,rcintnP. Observe that
(int6 P)n0P:(int6 P)n.R'-z. Write Jf1\ffo: {Hr, ..., H") with i(är)< i(H i +).
Let lfi:@/ra//r)u{är,...,H,\ and Pi:vtri for 0s75s. Then P":8.
For each H</f with HIH,*A we l:e.ve i(H)-.i(H j) tf and only if H€tf;-.-.

We set (Jo:(J)ArvPo. Inductively, for each j€{1,...,s} we first choose

either a PL embedding Fii I"-I*7-1NV1 whenever Hi.,R"-z:O or a PL
embedding Fi: I\-L*|-'N-V, whenever HrnR"-z*0 and then define an open

neighborhood Uj of ArvPt in G such that, setting k:i(H), m:n-\-k,
we have either

ujLR'-2: o'

1t{Ikx.P(tl3)7: Hi,

It; I"-r aP, -, : prlfl Ik X I^),

p;[(1\1k(1 lz))xr^f c (Ii-r,
U; : (Ui -N ttj[Ik (2 | 3) x I^])v prllk x J* (l I 2)l

whenever H;aR"-z:0 ot
trt;LP'-z - In-Z,

Pillkxli1l3)1: Hi,

lti I\-' n P i -r : pjl\Ik X If),

pj[(r&\/(1 l2))xlf7 c (Ji-r,

Ui : ( U,. _ r\ p i llk (2 I 3) x I il) v 1t i lI 
k x t y 1t 1 211

whenever HrnR"-z*0. In both cases, the image of 4 is locally PL flat in G.

Choose numbers 0<är<er<e/s for t=j=s such that eiSöi+rl2 for 7<s,
that either

N,: N(fp,I"-'(112), e) c nr\nr(/[\p^ilro(z/3)x1']1, äj)

if HinRn-?:A or

N,: N(flttli-'Olz), er) c ir\N(/[G\p;[1*(zlrxryl), öi)

if HinR-z*O, where k,m ate as above, and that ä, is the number given either

by4.9if HraR"-z:0 or by4.10 If H;aRn-z+O withthesubstitution (C, k,m)-
(C,k,m\,f*fpi, e+sj. Then ä:är satisfies the lemma. In fact, let fr,frbe as

in the lemma. Then it follows inductively that there exist ambient e;-isotopies

Ei,l=j=s, of R'relrR'\N; such that E! is a C-homeomorphism for all I and

Ei...q!.fi:fz on Ur. Hence E:8"*...xEl is the desired isotopy. n

4.12. Proof of 4.1 for n>2. We may assume that B is closed and UcB.
Choose an open set QocQ such that / defines a closed embedding f':B*Qo,
x*f(x). We may assume that Ncint Qo and that N is closed either in Qo if
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C:TOP orin Q if C*TOP. Thenthereis I'€C+(QJ suchthat e'lN<e and

e'(x)<d(x,Q\Qo)12 for each x€Qo. There is a locally finite family 7/:l\v{'
of open subsets of M in M, where 7$:{U}, such that Acv{ and that for
each V€'f', V is C-homeomorphic to an open set in lRfl, 7 is compact in B,

and fV is contained in an open subset QvcN of Q C-homeomorphic to Å'.
By [Mu, Lemma 2.7lwe may assume lhat {' has a partition'{'':'/elv...v'n
with each family 4 being disjoint. We choose for each V<f open sets

V:V-t>Vo=...=V" such that fiayi-r and that Acv{V"lV€"/'\. Defrne

open sets
D,:u{yi-tll=i= j,V€,f}cB (O= j =n),
Di:u {Ir-,+110 =i< j,Ve%\cB (0 < j = n)

in M. Then Do:Uo, Dn=A, and for each l<j=n we have D'i-rcD1-, and

Di : D'i-P(u {Zolr<4».
Consider j({1,...,n\ and a function ei€C+(Qi, to be specified below. For

each V({ we choose er>0 such that Nn:sl N(fvo,en) is compact in Qr,
er,<min erNn, Nrnf[B\Z]:0, and that {NylV€4) is a locally finite disjoint
family in Qo. It is easy to see that 4.ll also holds if the embedding f : G*R'
is replaced by the embedding /lZ: Y*Qv for V(4. Let är,>0 with än=
d(fV,Q\Qr) be the number given by this version of 4.11 with the substitution

l*D}-1aV, B-Vo, (J-Di-riV, e+ty. There is äj€C+(,B) such that maxötV=öy
and öi@)=d(f(*), Ni for all V({ and r€,8\2. We fix the functions 61, ä1, ...,
8,, ä, so small that

U(idao, s,) o ... o U(ideo, er) c U(ideo, e'),

U(idao,ei)oU(f',ö) c U(f',6i+) if | = i -<. n.

There is ö€C+(M) such that ä(x)<min (ör(x),d(f(x),0\OJ) for each x€.8

and N(A, ö)cD,.
We show that this ä satisfies the theorem. Let f1,f2 be as in 4.1. Then fi

defines an embeddin9 f{:BtQo, x*ft(x). We construct inductively ambient

er-isotopies Hi,l=i=n, of Qo rel Qo\N such that H! is a c-homeomorphism
for all t and j and that Hi... Hlfi:fi on D, for each i. The desired isotopy
f1 is then the union of H" x .. . x Hr and of the trivial ambient isotopy of 0\00 .

Let l=j<n. The embedding Bi-r:Hi-1...nifi:B*Qo Gr:fJ is locally

C-flat on int*B, Si-yfi(U(f',ö), and gr-r:f{ on D;-r. Then for each

V(.( lhere is, by the definition of ör, an ambient er-isotopy Hv of Qo rel Qo\N,
such tlrat H{ is a C-homeomorphism for each t and H{si-r:fi on DtaV.
We set Hi@):11{1*1 for each /€1 whenever there is Vefi with x€N, and

Hi1x1:v otherwise. Then .Ff is an ambient er-isotopy of Qo rel0o\N such that
H! is a C-homeomorphism for each l. We finally show that if x€Di, then

Higl-1@):f{(x). If xeY({, then for each W€4, W *V, we have xqw,
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whence a(s, -r(x), f(x))=älx)= a(761, t't*), and thus si-r@){Nw. Hence
Hisi-r@):H{g,-r(x):fi@). lf x{v$, then gr-r(x) {v{Nylvefi\ and x(D}a,
whence Higi-r@):Si-{x):f{(x). rt

4.13.Lemma. Let 0:R'*XF, let f :10,21*9 be an embedding with

.f*'\Q:{O}, and let e>0. Then there rr ä>0 with the following property: If
fi,f2: lO,2l*Q are embeddings such that f,-10Q:{0\ and d(fr,f)-å, there is
an e-push h of (Q,fI) with hfr:f, on I.

Proof. Since / can be extended to a selfhomeomorphism of Q. it suffices to
prove the modification of 4.7, with the additional assertion omitted, where
(,R',[-1,2]) is replacedby (Q,[0,2]) and where f;L\Q:{O} (it is not difficult
to construct the isotopy). The proof is otherwise the same as earlier, but we now
define l,oe tobethesegmentin åQ whoseendpoints are fr(O) and (0, (-1)0ry). tr

4.14. Lemma. The modffication of 4.10 is true where n:2 or 3, Rn is
replaced by R\,fi-'R"-'-f-tRn-L-In-2, and, whenet)er C *TOP, H, is not
claimed to be a C-homeomorphism for t *1.

Proof. For C:TOP, n:2, this is proved in 4.13. The case C:TOP, n:3
follows from 4.5. For C *TOP, the lemma can be proved by the aid of the TOP
case,3.1(b), and [TVr, Theorem 4.8] as the case CITOP of 4.9 (construct the
isotopy gradually). tr

4.15. Lemm a. The modification of 4.ll is true where n:2 or 3, R" is replaced
by R"*,fi-t7y-r-r-rRtr-1-GnN-2, and, wheneuer C +TOP, E, is not claimed
to be a C-homeomorphism for t *1.

Proof. The proof is a slight modification of that of 4.11 ; Lemmas 4.9 and 4.14
are applied. n

4.16, Lemma. The modifi.cation of 4.9 is true where C:TOP, n:3, k:0,
(R", 1"-', 1'-r\l2)) is replaced by (Rl, 1x1, l0,llzlxlo,ll2l), and fi-tRz-
f -tR':1.

Proof. This follows from 4.5. n
4.17. Lemma. The modffication of 4.Ll is true where C:TOP, n:3, (Å', R1it)

is replaced by (R'r, J?1+ XÅ1+), and fr-LRz:f-rRz:GnRl*.
Proof. The proof is a slight modification of that of 4.11; Lemmas 4.9,4.10,

4.14, and 4.16 are applied. n

4.18. Proof of 4.2 for n>2. The proof is an obvious modification of 4.12;
Lemmas 4.11, 4.15, and, whenever C:TOP, fl:3, also 4.17 are applied. n
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5. Locally C-flat approximation

In this section we first prove the following three theorems. The first two of
them deal with the relative locally C-flat approximation of embeddings or of
immersions, respectively, and the third one with the extension of locally C-flat
approximations. We then give two applications, 5.10 and 5.11, on "LQC or LIP
taming" of locally flat embeddings. For a discussion on 5.1-5.3, see 5.4.

5.1. Theorem. Let C€{TOP, LQC, LIP}
and O an n-dimensional C-manifold with \Q*A,
be an embedding which is locally C-flat near A,
a locally C-flat embedding f*, M*Q in U(f, e)

and n#4, let M be an (n-I)-
let AcM be closed, let f : M *Q
and let e€C *(M). Then there is

such that f* :.f neor A.

5.2. Theorem. Let C,n,M,Q,A be as in 5.1, let BcM be closed and

B'cM open with BcB', let f : M*Q be an immersion which is locally C-flat
near A, and let e€C *(B'). Then there is an immersion f * : M *Q such that f*:.f
near A and on l1/\,8', that f*lB'€U(flB',e), and that f* is locally C-flat near

AvB.

5.3. Theorem. Let C,n,M,Q,A,e be as in 5.1, let UcM be an open

neighborhoodof A, andlet f :M*Q beanembedding. Thenthereis ö€C+(M)
withthefollowingproperty: If fo: g*Q is alocallyC-flat embedding in U(flU,ölU),
thereisalocallyC-flatembeddins f*:M*Q in U(f,e) suchthat f*:fo near A.

5.4. Remarks. 1. Theorem 5.1 implies immediately the following version

of 5.2, which generalizes 5.1: Suppose that f in 5.2 is an embedding (and B:0);
then /* can be chosen to be an embedding such that f*lB' is locally C-flat. The

sets .B and B' of 5.1 and 5.2 could similarly be included in the analogous result

[LT, Theorem 4.4]; see 5.9.

2. Several special cases of 5.1 and 5.2 are known. In particular, for C:TOP,
n>-5, and A:A, Theorem 5.1 has been proved by Ancel and Cannon [AC, p. 6l].
(In [AC] this result is only stated in the case 0M :0, but its general case [D, Theorem

5B.11 is obtained as follows. Using a collar of 0M in }1 construct a closed locally

flat embedding h: M -int M sufficiently close to id. Choose a locally flat embedding

g:ntM-g sufficiently close to flintM. Then ;t*:gh is the desired embedding.)

Theorems 5.1 and 5.2 hold with f*:f in the case n:1 trivially and in the case

Q:lQp, n-). by the Schoenflies theorem. For C€{LQS,LIP} and n:2,
5.1 and 5.2 follow from the relative C-approximation result [LT, Theorem 4.41

(cf. 5.a.1) and the C-flatness of C-embeddings ^I1*R2 ([Ri, Theorem 1], [Tr, Theo-
rem Bl); however, we will give a new proof for this special case. Theorem 5.1 for
C:TOP, n:3 follows easily from Bing's results [Bt, Theorem 9] and [B2, Theorems

7 and 8]. In the case C€{LQC,LIP}, n:3, and A:0, we may assume that M
and Q are PL manifolds; hence 5.1 now follows from the fact that f can even be
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approximated by PL embeddings, by the case C:TOP and [Bt, Theorem 6 and

its proofl.
3. To prove 5.1 and 5.3 for C:TOP, n>-5, we apply, together with 4.1,

the Ancel-Cannon theorem in its general form, mentioned above. However,
a slight reorganization of this section shows that the special case (M, O):(R'-l, R')
of this result would suffice. In fact, the special case (M, Q):(In-', Ä') is enough

in a more laborious proof.

5.5. Lemma. Theorem 5.3 holds if C:TOP.

Proof. We may assume that f is closed. Then there are q(C +(Q) and

öo<C+(M) with U(ida,rioU(f,6)cU(f,e). Choose a closed neighborhood
B of A with Bc.U. Let 6r€C*(U) be the function given by 4.1 with the substitu-

tion C*TOP, n-n, M*U, Q-Q, A-A, B-8, U*0, f-flU, N*Q, e-q.
Thereis ö(C+(M) suchthat ä<ä, and ölB<öLlB. Weshowthatthis ä satisfies

5.3. Let fi be as in 5.3. By the special case C:TOP, A:0 of 5.1, which is known

to be true (see 5.4.2), there is a locally flat embeddin1 ft: M*Q in U(f, ä). Then

by 4.1 there is a homeomorphism h: QtQ in U(id,4) such that hfl:fo near A.

Hence f*:hf, is the desired embedding. I
5.6. Lemma. Theorem 5.1 holds if C:TOP.

Proof. This follows from 5.5. n

5.7. Lemma. For C *TOP, 5.1 holds if M:Rn'r or Rit and if there is
an embeddins F : R'-9 extending f.

Proof. Choose an open neighborhood U of A in -R' such that flunM
is locally C-flat. By 3.1 if M:R-L or by 3.3 if M:RTr, there is a C-embedding

F;(J*Q extending flunM such that F, can be extended by F!-R'\U to an

embedding Fr: Rn*q. Then FrlM:l By [TVr, Theorem 4.4)there is a C-embedd-

ing F*: R"*Q such that F"lM€U(f,e) and F*:Fz near A. Then f*:p'r114
is the desired locally C-flat embedding. tr

5.8. Lemma. Let C€{TOP,LQC,LIP} and nl4, let (X,Y) be either

Wn-t,Jn-L) or Q,JiL,Jnlt), let f :X*R" be an embedding which is locally
C-flat near a closed subset A of X, let Bc.Y be compact, and let e=0. Then

there is an embedding f* : X-R" such that f* :f or X\Z and near A, d(f*, f\=e,
and f* is locally C-flat near AwB.

Proof. Choose a closed neighborhood A1 of A in X such that / is locally
C-flat near Ar. By 5.6 there is a locally flat embedding g: Y-R' such that g :f
on ArnY and that g is so close to flY that 7r: gv(flX\f) is an embedding

wifJn d(f1,f)=e. Then fr:/ on Ar. Hence f*:.f, satisfies the lemma for
C:TOP.
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Consider C€ {LQC, LIP}. We may geplace f by f, and, hence, assume that

flY islocallyflat. Choose r((0,1) wrth BcrY. Then flrY is locallyflat. Wemay
well replace Y by rY in the lemma. Thus we may assume that flY is locally
flat. Then by [Ru, Corollary 3.4.1] there is a homeomorphism F: Å'*R' extending

/lI Thus, if we repeat the above construction of fr, we may assume by 5.7 that
g is locally C-flat. Then again f*:.f, satisfies the lemma. n

5.9. Proof of 5.1, 5.2, and 5.3. For C:TOP, the proof is only needed for
5.2 by 5.5 and 5.6. The joint proof of 5.1 and of the special case ,B:M of 5.2

is almost the same as that of [LT, Theorem 4.4]; it is only based on 5.8 in place

of the analogous [LT, Lemma 4.2]. To obtain the general case of 5.2, we modify
this proof as follows: In the notation of [LT], we choose the family {' in such

a way that v/'cB', where 'r':{V<{lVaB*A\. In the construction of the

sets C' and the immersions f we then replace '/' by f and 4( by llat for
1<i=k.

Theorem 5.3 for C +'IOP now follows from 4.1 and 5.1 as in 5.5 for
C:TOP. tr

5.10. Theorem. Let C*TOP, n,M,Q,A be as in 5.1, let f :1t4*Q be

a locally flat embedding which is locally C-flat near A, and let eQC +(Q). Then

there is an e-push h of (Q,fp1\ll) such that hf :f near A and hf is locally
C-flat.

Proof. Choose open sets U,VcM such that AcVcVc"U and flu is

locally C-flat. By 5.1 for every 6<C+(M) there is a locally C-flat embedding
g: M*Q in U(f, ä) with SIV:flV. By  .Lthere is an e-push h of (Q,f[M\A])
such that hf : g, provided that ä is small enough. Then h is the desired homeo-

morphism. tr

5.11. Theorem. Let C€{LQC,LIP} and n*4,5,6, let M be an (n-l)-
and Q ann-manifuldwith 0Q:9, andlet f :M*9 be alocallyflat embedding.

Then M and Q can be giuen C-structures such that f becomes locally C-fiat.
Moreooer, if M (or 0M, respectiuely) is already a C-manifuld, this can be

done without changing the C-structure of M (of 0M, respectiuely) for all n*4
(n* 4, 5, respectiuely ).

Proof. We may assume that M and Q are C-manifolds by [TVr, Theorems

4.6 and 4.81 and, whenever \M*g and the parenthetic assertion is considered,
by 8.2. Then 5.11 follows from 5.10. tr

An application of 5.11 is given in 8.3.2.
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6. Locally LIP flat approximation of quasisymmetric

or bilipschitz embeddings

In this section we prove the following two theorems concerning, respectively,

quasisymmetric embeddings and bilipschitz embeddings.

6.1. Theorem. Let n*4 and let 4: Ål*Rl be a homeomorphism. Then

there is a homeomorphism q*: Ä'"*R'* with the following property: Let either

YcXcR"-r with Y open in R'-r or YcXcRil with Y open in Rit, let

f : X*R" be an r1-quasisymmetric embedding, and let e(C*(Y). Then there is an

4*-quasisymmetric embedding f* : X*R" such that
(1) /*lx\r:"flx\r,
(2) f"lY<u(flY, e),

(3) f*lY is locally LIP flat.

6.2. Theorem. Let nl4 andlet L>1. Thenthereis L*>l withthefollowing
property: Let X,Y, e be as in 6.1 and let f : X*R" be an L'bilipschitz embedding.

Then there is an L*-bilipschitz embedding f*: X*R" ,tatis.fying the conditionr (1), (2),

and (3) of 6.r.

6.3. Remarks. 1. Theorems 6.1 and 6.2 are trivial for n:1. They are new

for n>5 only because of their analogues mentioned in the Introduction and

proved in [LT, Corollary 2.20 and Theorem 3.2]. ln the proofs for n>2 we closely

follow [LT]; we use Carleson's finiteness idea [Ca] (also used in [Vr], [Tr], [Tr],
[Kk], [TVr], ITVJ) but replace the PL methods of [LT] by 5.3 for LIP. As in [LT],
in 6.1 and 6.2we could suppose about (X,Y) more generally that Xc.Rn-1 and

that Y is only an open subset of X which is the union of a subfamily, locally finite
in Y, of the cube family I of 6.4 and which is a manifold.

2. One obtains easily an analogue of 6.1 and 6.2 for weakly quasisymmetric

embeddings, defined in [T%]; cf. [LT, Theorem 2.22].

6.4. Cubical decompositions. Let n>2, let Y be an open subset of R'-1
or of .Rf1, let E: Y *Z be a continuous map into a metric space, andlet e€C*(I).
We define a decomposition ff of I into closed (n - l)-cubes as follows. Let I be

the family of all closed (n - l)-cubes in Å"-1 with side length 2-k and with vertices

in 2-kzn-t, k€N. For each Q€9, we let z, beits center and2A, its side length.

Define ag: -rR'-1*R'-r by a^(x):zq*)"sx1 and let QU):daJ"-'(t), 0«): QG)
for l>0; then Q:Q11). Let {o be t}re family of all maximal cubes Q of I
contained in Y and satisfying either the conditions QQ)cY and d(EQQ))=
min e0(3) whenever Qn\Y:fi or the conditions QQ).rN,tcY and

d(EtQ?)nni. 'l)=min e[Q(3)n,Rfl] whenever Qa|Y *0. Dividing each cube

of /{o into N:2-1 cubes by bisecting the sides we obtain the family tr We

express 3{ as a disjoint anion ff:ffrv...vtrN as follows: Divide 1'-1 into cubes
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Qr,...,Qx by bisecting the sides. Then set 4:{asQtlQ({o\. The following

properties of ,t are easilY verified:

(1) Y:vff.
(2) If 8, R(.tr, QaR#O, and Q*R, then int Qnint R:0 and

AollR€{U2,1,2\.- 
i:l lf Q€tr and Qn0Y:0, then QQ)cY. lf Q(tr and QnyY *0'

then Q(3)nÄ!-1cI.
(4) lf 8, R(ff and QaR:0, then QGl2)aR(312):0'
(5) lf x(Q(tr, then d(qQ)=e(x)'
(6) lf Q,Refft and Q*R, then Qn.R:0.

We call tr the cubical (E, e)-decomposition of I or also a cubical decomposition

of ts if we do not specifY E and e.

6.5. From now on to the end of the proof of Lemma 6.13, we suppose tåat

fl,4,x,Y,f are as in 6.1 with n>2, that /{ is a cubical decomposition of I,
and that o>0. We may assume catdX>2; then 4(1)>1'

For each 8€{ we set qe:lf(zs)-f(zs*)'ne)l and Q*(t):Q(t)nY
(:QU)^X) for t€(0,31; then d,AtQ*Q):J"-1(l) if Qa\Y:g and artQ*Q):

"r'-r(r)n(Ri'-"n-r) if Qo\Y *0.
The foilowing lemma can be proved in the same way as [LT, Lemma 2.6].

6,6. Lemma. There are constant§ c1>l and cr>L depending only on n and

q with the following proPerties:

(1) If Q, R(tr, QaRtT, and Q*R, then pef c1<lf(za)-f(za)l=crqo.
(2) If Q,R€ld and QIR*O, then palsn=c\'
(3) If Qe,vCx(Q*614), and ycX\Q*(413), then lf(x)-f0)1=oalcr' a

6.7. Constructions. Let x1, x, be the least natural numbers such that 2'=2li
and 2,>2c?. For each QQfflet pgbethegreatest integer such that sg:2qa<gr.
By 6.6Q) we have sslsp=2" if Q, R€/t: QaRl0. We choose boQ7ua-*'L"

such that lbn-f@)l={i2'o-"'-'1=ssl4). Define flsi R"*R" by Fe@):
(x-bs)lss.

6.8. Lemma. There are afinite set ,il depending only on n and afinite set

fi depending only on n and q such that if 8, R<tr, QaR*g, then a*tao('il and

frafri'<s.

Proof. The existence of ,il follows from 6.4Q). The existence of 0 follows

from an obvious analogue of [LT, Lemma 2.8], which can be proved by the aid of
6.6(1) and 6.6(2) exactly as [Kk, Lemma 2.41' n
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6.9. Constructions. We set for 0=i<N

4*:.trv...vffi,
u i : v {Q* G + z-' -)lQ€ 4*\,
v, : v {Q* O + z-' -\lQe trf|

Then U;, Vi arc open in Y,Yr-rcUr, and UN:Y. If i>1 and Q€4, we set

ua: aa'lQ*(312)nu,-1,
Va: aalfQ*@13)nV1-rl'

Then VocUr. There is a finite set I depending only on n such that (Us,ydey.
Let {:{I'-'(2),/'-1(2)n(.Ri-,-r,_r)\. For T€{ let gr(T) be the set of

all 4-quasisymmetric embeddings g:T*R" with lg(0)l=ll4 and 314=lg(e)l<3.
In the topology of uniform convergence %rQ) is compact by [TVr, Theorems
3.4 and 3.7 and Remark 3.61. For each Q€tr we set To:aot[QQ)ay) and

fa:fiefuslTn Clearly Ta({ and fs(7r(T).
6.10. Lemma. For euery s'>0 there is ä*(e')€(0, e'] depending only on

n,4, and e' whichhas thefollowing property: If tr is as aborse, Q(tr, g(fl(Td,
and if h: Un*p' is a locally LIP flat embedding with d(h, glUs)=6*(e'), there is
a locally LIP flat embedding h':To*ft" such that d(h', 9)-.6' and h'lVo:hlyo.

Proof. Consider TCtr, an arbitrary embedding g:T*R", and e'>0. Given
tr and Q(tr with TQ:T, by 5.3 there is ä>0 such that for every locally LIP
flat embedding h: Un* Rn with d(h, glUs)=ä there is h' as in the lemma. Since
9 is finite, there is the greatest ö:ö(7, g, e')€(0, e'l having this property for all
tr and Q(tr with Ta:T.

We set ä*(e):i11 {ö(T,g,e')lT€{,c€qq)}. Then as in [Vr, Lemma2.6]
we get ä*(e ')> 0 by the compactness of the spaces grg). Thus ö*(e ') is the desired
number. n

6.11. Construction. We choose numbers är=å*-r=...=äo=0 such that

ä, < min (o12, Ll4c!cr,!ac!aQ)a(2y/n_1)),
äi = ä*(äi+J l(2'n+L+l).

The numbers ä, depend only on n,q, and o.
We next prove by induction on i that the following lemma is true for every

i€{0, l, ..., N}:

6.12,. Lemma. There are afinite set ffi, depending only on (n,q,o,i), of
locally LIP flat embeddings Jn-1(l*2-i-1)nT*R", T€q and a locally LIP flat
embedding Qit Ui+fin, such that for each QE,/dr*

(l) B sE gslaat Q* G + 2-t -') € ff,,
(2) d(E,lQ*(r+2-i-t1, flQ"G+2-,-1)) = 2ä,so.
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Proof. Since Uo:0,6.120 is trivially true. Assume that l=i=N and that
6.12i- L is true. F or Qq /t, we define a locally LIP flat embedding hs: f sg i-$ slU s.
\f x(.Ue, there is R€Q:-L such that aq(x)€rR*(l+2-i), whence RnQ*0. Tben
hs(x):fsfi\!a;1ae(x), where rlr:0nei-$Rlo(R1R*(1 +z-)eärt-r. The sets

Ua^aaLR*(l+2-') belongto a finite set depending only on n. Thus by 6.8 the

maps hn belong to a finite set Gi depending only on (n,r1,o,i).
Foreach T<{, by thecompactnessof Fr(T) theteisafinite set 9'(T)c%r(T)

depending only on (n,q,o,i) such that d(s,F'(T))=öt-r. if se4(T). Consider

Q€.4.. Choose g(g'(Td with d(fe, s)=ä;-r. lf xQUs and Å is as above,

lh o@) - fs(x)l : lw, -,(a e1x1) - f (u n@\ll s s
< 2ä;-rs*/sn < 2'2*töi-t,

whence d(hs, glUs)=ä*(ä;). Hence there is a locally LIP flat embedding hlr: To*R"
such tlrat d(h!s, d=ö1 and h'n:hn on Vr. We can choose the maps hi in such

a way that the maps hlrlanlQ*(l+2-i-1; belong to a finite set gr, depending

only on (n,q,o,i), of locally LIP flat embeddings Jn-1(l*2-i-t)aT*R",7<9'.
We set eilVi-t:ei-tlVi-r and Et@):Bnthb"a'@) for all Q<4 and

x(Q*(l+2-i-\. Then g,: Ur-R" is a well-defined locally LIP flat immersion,

and it satisfies (1) with

lf,. : giv 
{h11 " -r (l *2-i -t)n 7 | h' J" -L (l + 2-')n 7 * N, T< f , he 4 - }.

lf Q€trt and x€Q*(l*2-i-t1,

lE,@) -f(il : s alh'a@a' @» -fs@ö'(x))l = 2ä,sn,

which implies (2). We finally prove that 9, is an embedding. Since 9, is the

embedding fra'hboa' on Q*(413)nU, for each Q€4' it suffices to show that if
Q, R(ffi,*, x€Q*(l *2-i=rr, .y€lR*(l *2-'-'), §oå.rn, A :lEt@)-Et0)1, and if
x(.R*(a/3) or yqQ*@13), then />)"se, where )":llcicz-4öi=0. We have

/=lf(x)-f(y)l-4ö,ss. Thus, if y qQ*@13), the claim follows from 6.6(3), whereas

if y(Q*@13), in which case QaR*$ and x§R*(413), the claim follows from
6.6(3) and 6.6(2). I

6.13. Lemma. Let 2<n#4, let 4: RL*R'* be a homeomorphism, and let
o>0. Then there are a homeomorphism q*: Ä1- *Rt* and a finite set I of locally
LIP flat embeddings T * N, T € fr, with the following property : Let either Y c X c
Rn-t with Y openin R"-t or YcXcN{t with Y openinRit, let f :X*R"
be om r1-quasisymmetric embedding, and let ld be a cubical decomposition of Y.

Then there is an q*-quasisymmetric embedding f*: X*R" such that

(1) /*lX\r:,flX\r,
Q) f"lY is locally LIP flat,
(3) d(f.lQ,flQ)=oqa for each Q(fi,
(4) Bof*uslTs(9 for each Q€tr
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Proof. Let E*: Y-R" be the locally LIP flat embedding of 6.12n. We define

f*=E*v(flX\f). Then (1), (2), and (3) are satisfied. One can find g and prove
(4) in the same way as one obtained 6, and the relation hn(G, in the proof of
6.12r. The proof of [LT, Theorem 2.16]now shows that/* is an 4*-quasisymmetric
embedding with 4* depending only on (n,q,o). n

6.14. Proof of 6.lfor n>2. Apply 6.13 with o:1 and with tr being the
cubical (/ e)-decomposition of I. tr

6.15. Proof of 6.2 for n>2. Every Z-bilipschitz embedding is 4r-quasisym-
metric, rlr(t):L't. Theorem 6.2 follows from an application of 6.13 with the sub-
stitution 4*4u o*ll3Lz. The details are almost the same as those of the proof
of [LT, Theorem 3.2]. tr

7. Relative LQS or LIP approximation

In this section we prove the following two theorems dealing with relative LQS
or LIP approximation of embeddings or of immersions, respectively. Their essence

is the special case A*0, U:B:B':M.
7.1. Theorem. Let C€{LQS,LIP\ and n*4, let M be an (n-l)- and

Q an n-dimensional C-manifold with 0Q:9, let AcM be closed and (J,BcM
open with AcU, let f : M*Q be cm embedding which is a C-embedding near A,
and let eeC*(B). Then there is an embedding f*: M*q such that 7*:f near

A and on M\8, that f*IBQU(flB, e), that f* is a C-embedding neor AvB,
and that f* is locally C-flat near B\U.

7.2. Theorem. Let C,n,M,Q,A,U be as in 7.1, let BcM be closed and
B'c..M open with BcB', let f : M*Q be an immersion which is a C-immersion
near A. and let KC *(B'). Then there is an immersion f*: M *Q such that f*:f
near A and on M\B', that f*lB'QU(flB',e), that f* is a C-imnrcrsion near

AvB, and that f* is locally C-flat near B\U.

We begin with an analogue of [LT, Lemma 4.21 and of 5.8.

7.3.Lemma. Let CQ{LQS,LIP} and nl4, let BcA be open subsets of
Rft such that BcA is compact, let f : A*R" be an embedding which is a C-
embedding near a closed subset E of A, and let e>0. Then there is an embedding

f*:A*R' suchthat f*:f on A\B,d(f*,f)=e, and.f* is aC-embeddingnear
EvB.

Proof. We may assume tJnat E is compact. Define v(C*(B) by v(x):
min(e, d(f(x),f[A\B])i2). Choose an open neighborhood X of .E in I such
that XcA is compact and flX is a C-embedding. Then flX is quasisymmetric
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if C:LQS or bilipschitz if C:LIP. Let Y:XnB, and define ä€C+(I) by

ö(x):(tl2)min (v(x), d(/(x),/tB\r1)). sy 6.1 if C:LQS ot bv 6.2 rf C:LrP,
there is a C-embedding g: X*R" such that g:f on X\f, CIY<U(f\Y,ö), and

glr is locally LIP flat. Extending slY by "flB\r we obtain an embedding

gr: B*R",
choosean openneighborhood v of E in A with vcX. since g, islocally

LIP flat on Ir: VnB, by 5.1 there is a locally LIP flat embedding fr: B*R" in
tJ(gr,vl2) suchthat ft:gr on VnB. Then fr((l(flB,v).Thus fi and /ll\B
define an embedding f*: A-R", which is the desired one since f*:g on V' a

7.4.Lemma. Theorem 7.1 holds if U:B:M, and Theorem 7.2 holds if
U:M.

proof. This follows from 7.3 in the same way as 5.1 and 5.2 followed from

5.8 in 5.9. D

7.5. Proof of 1.2. Choose an open VcM with B\UcVcVcB'\A. By

5.2 there is an immersion g: M*Q such that g-f on M\2, glV€U(flV,(e@lf)
and g islocally c-flatnear.B\U. Then g:f near l, whence g isac-immersion

near lu(B\U). Thus by 7.4 there is an immersion f*:M*Q such that .f*:g
neat A)(B\U) and on M\B', f*lB'€U(glB',e12), and /* is a C-immersion

near AvB. Then /* is the desired map. tr

7.6. Lemma. Theorem 7.1 holds if B:M.

Proof. This reduces to 7.4 by 5.1; the proof is similar lo 7.5. tr

7.7. Proof of 7.1.. We may assume that e(x)=d(/(x)'/[M\B])/2 for each

x€.8. Choose an open YcM such that AcV cVcU and that / is a C-embedding

near V. By 7.6 there is a C-embedding g: 3*Q in U(flB,e) such thal g:f on

vnB and g is locally c-flatnear B\u. Then /*:gu(/lM\B) is the desired

embedding since f*:1' on V. tr

8. Extension of LQC or LIP structures

In this section C€ {LQC, LIP\, M is an n-manifold, and ,il is a C-structure

on 0M. We prove the following two theorems.

8.1. Theorem. Supposethat M isof theform M:0M)/.R1*. Then 'il canbe

extended to a C-structure on M.

8.2. Theorem. suppose n*4, Then .il can be extended to a c-structure

on M.
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Moreouer, if ,il, and ,il, are two C-structures on M both extending ,il, then

for euery e€C *(M) there is an ambimt e-isotopy H of M rel\M such that
Hr: (M, dr)*(M, .ilr) is a C-homeomorphism.

8.3. Remarks. 1. By [LT, Remark 4.7] every LeC manifold (lf, A) has
a metric q such that id: (N,9/)*(N, q) is an LQS homeomorphism. In 8.1 for
C:LQC, n:2,lTs, Example 4l shows that if (DM, "il) is given such a suitable
metric, a product metric is not necessarily a suitable one for the extended Lec
structure on M.

2. one gets the existence part of ti.2 immediately from 5.ll applying it to the
inclusion of (\M,d) into the double of M. However, we give below a more
elementary proof.

8.4. Proof of 8.1 and 8.2. The uniqueness part of 8.2 follows immediatery
from [TVr, Theorem 4.8]. Since 0M has a collar in M, it is easy to see by [TVr,
Theorem 4.6 and corollary 4.51 that the existence part of 8.2 follows from 8.1.
Theorem 8.1 is trivial for LIP. For n*5, the LQC case of 8.1 follows from the
LIP case, because the LQC structure ,il contains a LIp structure by [TVr, Theorem
4.6 and Corollary 4.51. Thus it suffi.ces to prove 8.1 for C:LeC, n:5. Since
(LM,.il) has an open cover by n sets each C-embeddable into -R,-1 (cf. [Mu,
Lemma 2.71), the following lemma completes the proof. n

8.5. Lemma. Let M be as in 8.1 with n*4, write X':XXRr+ x,heneuer
Xc.0M:0MX{O}, let U,V be open subsets of 0M, let .ily be aC-structure on
U' with ,il11U:,il1U, and let f : (V,.illV)*11'-t be q C-embedding. Then there
isaC-structure .il, on (UvV)' such that .ilrl(/vV:.illUvV and ,ilrlU,:.ilr.

Proof. Let ,ilu be the unique C-structure on V' which makes the open em-
bedding fXid:V'*R\ a C-embedding. 'then .ilrlV:,il|V. Let Wt:(JaV.
By the uniqueness part of 8.2 there is a C-homeomorphism ho: (W,,,ilt1,W,)*
(W', .il slw') which can be extended by the identity of V'\14'' to a homeomorphism
h:V'-V' such that hlv:id, Let .il4 be the unique C-structure on Z, which
makes h: (V',,iln)*(V', ilr) a C-homeomorphism. Then .ilalV:.diV and
,ilalW':.ilrlW'. Hence the C-structure ,il, on (UvV)' induced by ,ilrv.ilo is
the desired C-structure. tr

9. Extension of LQC homeomorphisms

In this section we prove that for every n, every Lec homeomorphism
f : R"*R' can be extended to an LQC homeomorphism F : ,Rf l*Jqft; 

"f.[TVr, Theorem 4.10]. The proof makes use of the fundamental Theorem 3.2 of
Tukia and väisälä [TVr] on similar problems for quasiconformal embeddings.
F or n *3 the result is simple : [TVr, Theorem 4.8] produces F as an Lec approxima-
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tion of fxid. (In the case n:3, it seems that [ca] does not suffice for us.) In
g.4 we give a short proof for a slightly improved version of [Gr, Theorem 2].

9.1. Lemma. Let f : R"*R" (n=1) be an LQC homeomorphism and let

AcRIfL be compact. Then there ls ro>Q such that for eoery r>ro there is an

embedding g: NvB\+t(r)*Ai+' such that glR":f, glBi+t(r) is quasiconformal,

and gBl{1(rr)> A.

Proof. We may assume that f is sense-preserving. Choose consecutively

a,q,ro>O such that AcB"(a)XlO,a), f-tB"(a)cBn(8), a(7n"1d)=2a, ,ng
.A'G)x[0, 2p)cB\+1(ro). We extend f to a homeomorphism Fr: Ä1+1*Ri+1

by setting Fr(x, t):(f(x), r(x,t)) for x€R", t>0, where

r(x, t\: max {lf(v)-f(x)1" v€R,lv-xl= t}

(cf. [TYs, Q.4)l). For each x(B'(p) we have {x,2q)=a since B'(x,2p)=B'(g)'
Hence FrB\+t(rs)) l. Considet r>ts. Let b:9*5fi, r':(l*b)r, U:Bn(r'),
and U*:{(x,/)€Å}+1: lxl+bt=r'}. Then (J*^R":U and Bl+l(r)cU*. Since

flu is quasiconformal, by [TV2, Theorem 3.2lthere is a quasiconformalembedding"p:(l*-N,11 
such that FIU:flU and FBft(r)=A. Then g:7v(nln\+t(r))

is the desired embedding. n

9.2. Theorem. For ersery fl>O, eoery LQC homeomorphism f : Rn*R'
can be extended to an LQC homeomorphism F : R|+1*1Er.

Proof. We may assume n =1. We construct inductively numbers si>ri>i
and embeddings B;: R'uB!+1(s;)*Ä!+1, /€N, such that ri<ti+rr gilR"---f,

cjlBi+l(r, is quasitonformal, giBfl(r,)=Bfl(i), and g,*r:g, on Bfl(r)'
We obtain s*rt, gr from 9.1'

Suppose that we have constructed s.;, ri,8i. Let ,FI :Rf\BT'('),, H':
Ri*{jBf l(ri). Clearly there is a quasiconformal homeomorphism d: Åtr*1*Rr*1

with aH:R"f,. We next construct a quasiconformal homeomorphism

B:Rr+1*1q"+1 wfth BH':R\+|. Extend f;lBi+'(r) by reflection to a quasi-

conformal embedding cp:Bn+1(s)-7y+t' By [GV, Relative Schoenflies theorem

2.41 there is a quasiconformal homeomorphism ry':lr+1+Rtr+1 such that ry':9
on B'+1(r;) and ry'R':An. Then {H:H'. Thus f:412-1 is the desired map'

Using the equivalent definition of LQC embeddings in a Euclidean space as LQS

embeddings [Vr, Corollaty 2.6l,we see that the homeomorphism åo:Bg-a-l: 'Rn*-R'
is LQC. By 9.1 there is ro>0 such that for every r>r0 there is an embedding

h: R"vB\+t(r)*Rt*' such that hlR":ho, hlBlfl(r) is quasiconformal, and

hBfl(r))filB:l'(i+l)a/1.'1. Choose /;+1>rrIäX(ri,i*l) such ttrat

a[Bf1(r;-pJnä1:B!+1(ro). Set,s;+r:2/',+r, ilndfixr suchthat alBfl(s;+Jnälc
Bi*'(r). Define an embedding hr: (R"vBf'(si*J)nä*Å1*t by hr(x):B-rha(x).
Then ftr: Si on 0H,ftrlB!+1(sy+r)nä is quasiconformal, and hrlB!t(r;+)nHl=

13s
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,Bf 1(7+ 1)nä'. Thus, extending h, by grlB\+'(ri) we obtain the desired embedding

8j+r.
Setting p: Si on .B!+l(ry) for each /€N we obtain an LQC homeomorphism

F: .Rfl*rR|+l which extends f tr

9.3. Corollary. For all O=n=p, euery LQC homeomorphism J':-iRn*Å,
can be extended to anLQC homeomorphism F : Rp*ÅP. tr

9.4. Theorem. Let C€{LQC,LIP}, n*5, andlet Mr,Mz behomeomorphic
compact locally C-flat (n-l)-submanifulds of S" without boundary. Then there are
open neighborhoods Ui of M, in Sn and a C-homeomorphism f : (Ur, Mr)*
(Ur, M).

Moreooer, iJ' fs: Mr*M, is a C-homeomorphism, this also holds for n:5,
and.we ffKly assume .flMr:fo.

Proof. We may assume that M1, M, are connected and n>2. By [Gr,
Theorem 27.101, ,S'\M, consists of two components; their closures Mir,Mi,
are C-manifolds with |Mii:Mi. By [TVr, Corollary 4.5] there is a C-homeo-
morphism fs: M1*M2 whenever n*5. By [TVr, Theorem 4.10 and Remark 4.11]
there are open neighborhoods Uij of M, in Mij and C-homeomorphisms

fi:Uq*U2i, i,j:l,2, such tJlrat filMl:fr. Then U,:U,rv(J* and f:frvf,
satisfy the theorem. !
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